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STRUCTURE
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CRA Approach
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Students are able to learn from 
their teachers and peers in small 
flexible groups

Differentiation
Guides teachers in differentiating 
instruction in meaningful ways

Activities
Students experience various types 

and forms of activities relating to 
the overarching learning objective 

Structure Assessment 
Students authentically partake in the 

assessment process through 
self-assessing and tracking their own 

progress

Why Math Workshop?

It fits with any supplemental Math series!



Differentiated Work 
Centers & Small Group 

Instruction

Assessment & Share 

Centers

Closure 

Warmup
Number Sense & Fact 

Fluency Routines

Mini Lesson 
Direct Instruction: Skill 

Based/Conceptual

10% 55%

25% 10%

Math Workshop Model

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1-WxqKRmcy8yDZFAxvYL9jfdA-yaMgJvRmAmt43nKyr0/edit?usp=sharing


Math Workshop Model

All Percentages can differentiate



Warmup
“Fact fluency is not an add-on–it’s an integral part of learning arithmetic with deep 

understanding.”

- Graham Fletcher & Tracy Johnston Zager

The Warmup component of the math workshop model solely focuses on the realm of Number Sense and Fact 
Fluency.  The following activities are designed to be utilized during the warmup component to address the vast 
intricacies of developing students Number Sense and Fact Fluency:

● Graham Fletcher Kit:
○ Image Talk

○ Tool Talk

● Be Curious
● Notice and Wonder

● Number Sense Routine:
○ Find the Pattern, Make the Pattern
○ Would You Rather?
○ Let’s Count
○ Mystery Number

● Esti-mystery



Mini Lesson
Length of the mini lesson: 10-15 minutes

The mini lesson component of the math workshop model is targeted and standards/skills driven, while also 
goal-oriented around the objective of the lesson and what students will learn.  The mini lesson is constructed 
based on the starting point of the grade level Mathematics NJSLS standards, then developed with application of 
the Concrete-Representational-Abstract (CRA) approach and various resources/tools from supplemental 
programs and digital platforms.

Essential elements of the mini lesson:

● Students engage in discussions to talk about their mathematical thinking and reasoning
● Teachers act as facilitators
● The teacher models explicitly
● Incorporates the Concrete-Representational-Abstract (CRA) approach
● Students have the opportunities to practice the concept/skill using the appropriate and applicable 

mathematical tools
● Embeds and concludes with formative assessment approaches



Centers & Small Group Instruction
Following their daily math lesson, students have an extended work session when they practice the new math skills 
taught that day, build their problem solving skills by solving performance tasks, get hands-on math practice, work 
on project based learning, complete assessments, use technology to practice math skills, and receive 
differentiated instruction from you.

Centers Small Group Instruction

● Students rotate through various center 
activities relating to the lessons objective

● Center work is differentiated and tiered to 
meet the needs of all individuals

● Each center activity incorporates the various 
levels of depth of knowledge (DOK)

● Traditional Approach:
○ M: Meet the Teacher (small group)
○ A: At your Desk (independent)
○ T: Technology
○ H: Hands on (manipulatives/games)

● Comprised of flexible groups: based on data 
from assessments

● Two approaches: skill based (standard) 
versus strategy based (fluency)

● All instruction relates to the lessons 
objective and extends or enriches the 
lesson (if skill based)

● Embeds the elements of the CRA model
● Could also be utilized to support PBL and 

conferences
● Embeds formative and summative 

assessment approaches



Closure
Students take a moment to reflect on the math progress made that day and share their thoughts verbally, or in 
writing. This is the second brief time when all students are potentially working on the same activity 
simultaneously, while readdressing the lessons objective.  A few methods for sharing include:

● Think, Pair, Share
● Exit Ticket
● Whole class share out
● Self-reflection activity



“All students have ideas about math that 
are valid and worth talking about.”

—Annie Fetter



Resources
Supplemental Math Curriculum Series: Reveal 

Math & Number Worlds
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Welcome to Reveal Math K-5
Reveal Math is one of the curriculum series utilized across grades K-5 in Mathematics. This program is a 
supplemental resource to the Elementary Mathematics curriculum. The instruction that students receive on a 
daily basis are built on the foundation of the NJSLS standards, and supplemented with resources from the 
program, digital platforms, etc.

McGraw Hill has worked to construct Reveal Math to incorporate the following goals:

● The lesson model offers two instructional options for each lesson; one being a guided exploration that is 
teacher-led and the other being an activity-based exploration that has students exploring concepts through 
small group activities. 

● The lesson model incorporates an initial sense-making activity that builds students’ proficiency with 
problem solving. By constructing lessons to focus on sense-making, students are able to develop and refine 
their questioning and reasoning skills.

● The lessons focus on fostering mathematical language and rich mathematical discourse.
● The Math Is… unit builds student agency for mathematics. Students consider their strengths, thinking 

habits, and classroom norms to be successful within math. 



Reveal Math Authorships
The following expert authors participated in the formulation of the program:

*Any authors that are italicized are ones that have been used by the teachers of Roxbury Public Schools for several years

● Ralph Connelly, Ph.D: Development of early mathematical understanding
● Annie Fetter: Fostering strong problem solvers
● Linda Gojak, M.Ed: Theory and practice of strong mathematics instruction
● Sharon Griffin, Ph.D: Number sense and the achievement of students
● Susie Katt, M.Ed: Advocate for unique needs of our youngest mathematicians
● Ruth Harbin Miles, Ed.S: Developing teachers’ math content and strategy knowledge

● Nicki Newton, Ed.D: Expert in bringing student-focused strategies and workshops into the classroom
● John SanGiovanni, M.Ed: Leader in understanding the mathematics needs of students and teachers
● Raj Shah, Ph.D: Perseverant problem-solvers and student curiosity in mathematics
● Jeff Shih, Ph.D: Advocate for the importance of student knowledge
● Cheryl Tobey, M.Ed: Facilitator of strategies that drive informed instruction decisions
● Dinah Zike, M.Ed: Creator of learning tools that make connections through visual-kinesthetic techniques



Reveal Math Is….
Focused on the continued growth of the whole child in Mathematics:

Math Is…. Unit: Focuses on the mathematical practices and builds students as mathematicians

● Promotes students finding success in math and becoming doers of math
● Promotes students applying learned practices to problem solve

Mathematical Objectives:

● Content Objective

● Language Objective
● Social Emotional Objective

Social Emotional Learning (SEL) Integration:

● Based on CASEL Social Emotional Learning competencies
● Math Is… mindset prompts



Reveal Math: Academic Focus
The supplemental curriculum series includes the following:

● Learning Targets
● Standards Alignment: NJSLS
● Vocabulary: Based on researched tiers of vocabulary 

instruction
○ Mathematical terms
○ Academic terms

● Coherence: RTI approach
○ Previously learned (relates to prior grade level 

standard/prerequisite skill)
○ Current (relates to grade level standard)
○ Future (relates to next grade level standard)

● Rigor: Informs teachers of the rigor of the lesson
○ Conceptual Understanding
○ Procedural Fluency
○ Real World Application



Reveal Math: Academic Focus
The supplemental curriculum series includes the following:

● Lesson Structure
○ Guided Exploration: Teacher directed
○ Activity Based Exploration: Student discovery based

● Practice
○ On my Own: Tiered independent practice
○ Math Replay: Videos to support students in revisiting the 

concept and methodology of instruction based on the 
concept

○ Additional Practice: Tiered additional practice (i.e. for 
homework)



Reveal Math: Differentiation
The supplemental curriculum series includes the following:

● Tiered Practice Pages
○ Reinforce Understanding
○ On Level
○ Extend Thinking

● Work Stations/Centers
○ Tiered based on reinforcing understanding, building 

proficiency, and extending thinking
○ Small Group Lesson Instructions & Model Activity
○ Digital Station: Gamification
○ Game Station
○ Take Another Look: Digital review & practice of concept
○ Spiral Review



Reveal Math: Differentiation
The supplemental curriculum series includes the following:

● Enrichment
○ Application Station
○ Websketch
○ STEM Adventure
○ Career Focus

● Fluency Practice
○ Fluency Strategy
○ Fluency Flash
○ Fluency Check
○ Fluency Talk



Reveal Math: Assessment
The supplemental curriculum series includes the following:

● Readiness Diagnostic Assessments
○ Entry of Grade Level
○ Per Unit
○ Both assess students understanding of prerequisite skills 

required for the unit
● End of Unit Assessments

○ Linked to a: vocabulary review and unit review
○ Two forms of assessments

● In Between the Unit:
○ Daily exit tickets with student reflections
○ Performance task: Application based
○ Math Probe: Application based

● Targeted Intervention:
○ Links to standards, Depth of Knowledge (DOK) levels, and 

lesson
○ Informs teachers how to support or enrich student 

experiences based on progress on daily exit tickets



Reveal Math: Supports
The supplemental curriculum series includes the following:

● English Learner Scaffolds
○ Aligned to WIDA levels
○ Provides small group instruction based on the following 

levels:
■ Emerging/Entering
■ Developing/Expanding
■ Bridging/Reaching

○ Materials (Print & Digital) are in Spanish
○ Digital platform can be changed to any language with 

Google Translate extension



Welcome to Number Worlds K-5
Number Worlds is one of the curriculum series utilized across grades K-5 in 
Mathematics. This intervention program is a supplemental resource to the Elementary 
Mathematics curriculum. The goal of this intervention program is to help struggling 
students accelerate within their math success using proven, research based approaches 
and practices. Nonetheless, just as Reveal, the instruction that students receive on a 
daily basis are built on the foundation of the NJSLS standards, and supplemented with 
resources from the program, digital platforms, etc.

McGraw Hill has worked to construct Number Worlds to incorporate the following 
goals:

● Daily lesson activities emphasize using communication, logic, reasoning, 
modeling, tools, precision, structure, and patterns to solve problems.

● Levels A-C (PreK-Grade 1) focus on foundations in number sense, while levels 
D-J (Grade 2-Grade 8) helps students unlock the mathematical state standards 
by focusing on key concepts and supports the foundational skills and concepts 
needed to achieve these objectives.

○ Levels A-C: 32 weeks of daily instruction with additional instruction 
focusing on money and time

○ Levels D-J: Each level contains 5, six-week intensive units that focus on 
concepts aligned to the NJSLS standards. 



Number Worlds Authorships
The following expert authors participated in the formulation of the program:

● Sharon Griffin, Ph.D: Cognitive science to improve mathematics learning and achievement for at-risk 

children
● Douglas Clements, Ph.D: Scholar in the field Early Childhood Learning & “scaling up” interventions
● Julie Sarama, Ph.D: Conducts research on young children’s development of mathematical concepts and 

competencies with focus on scaling-up educational reform



Number Worlds Leveling Guides
The overarching goal of the assessments used to 

determine specific levels of each individual child is to 
determine where the child’s mathematical 

misconceptions start. Therefore, those concepts can be 
addressed and the teacher can formulate targeted, tiered 

lessons for each individual child that works back up to 
the grade level standard.

***A combined score between the two assessments listed 
below is utilized to determine the specific level of each 

individual child

Number Knowledge Test: Assesses students based on their 
number sense and fact fluency knowledge

Placement Test: Assesses students based on their conceptual 
understanding per grade level



Number Worlds: Academic Focus
The supplemental curriculum series includes the 
following:

● Learning Targets/Objectives
● Standards Alignment: NJSLS
● Vocabulary: Based on researched tiers of vocabulary 

instruction- Uses Frayer Model Word Wall Cards
○ Mathematical terms
○ Academic terms
○ English Language Learners supports

● Lesson Structure:
○ Warm-Up Activity: Linked to Number Sense
○ Develop: Mini-lesson
○ Alternative Groups: Helps teachers adapt instruction to fit 

the needs of various learners
○ Daily Progress Monitoring: allows teachers to adapt 

instruction to provide immediate feedback and targeted 
instruction



Number Worlds: Academic Focus
The supplemental curriculum series includes the 
following:

● Lesson Structure:
○ Differentiation:

■ Independent Practice & Game Based Learning
■ Supported Practice

● Assessments
○ Number Knowledge & Placement Test
○ Project Based Learning: Weekly standards-driven project 

based learning activities to support long-term retention of 
concepts

○ Daily Exit Tickets
○ Weekly Assessments
○ Unit Assessments

● Digital Platform: Gamification
○ Building Blocks



3 Year Plan
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Three Year Plan
The topics below are ones that represent the future goals for the mathematics department:

● 2022-2023 School Year: Gain familiarity with the new supplemental curriculum series in the first year of 
implementation & gain all levels of support

● 2023-2024 School Year: 
○ Grades K-2: Study and utilize the Addition/Subtraction Graham Fletcher Kits to support fluency strategy 

based small group instruction
■ Differentiating between skill based (concept/standard aligned) and strategy based (fluency) small 

group instruction
○ Grades 3-5: Study the conceptual foundations of fractions and support instruction of fractions within the 

upper elementary grade levels
■ I.e. equivalent fractions, comparing fractions, adding and subtracting fractions (all kinds), multiplying 

and dividing fractions (all kinds), and fractional real world application problems

● 2024-2025 School Year: Study, analyze, and implement math conferences
○ Will work in alignment to Jennifer Serravallo conferences in Reading 



CREDITS: This presentation template was created 
by Slidesgo, including icons by Flaticon and 

infographics & images by Freepik

Let’s work together to prepare 
our children of today for 

tomorrow!

Mrs. Erika Kelly
Ekelly@roxbury.org

Thank You!

http://bit.ly/2Tynxth
http://bit.ly/2TyoMsr
http://bit.ly/2TtBDfr

